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We give a short proof of R6dei's result on the number of directions determined 
by a function f on a finite field and improve this result considerably, confirming one 
of his conjectures. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
We wish to study blocking sets "of R6dei type" in the Desarguesian 
projective plane PG(2, q), where q __pn, p prime. A subset S of a finite 
projective plane is called a blocking set if S meets every line. A blocking set 
is said to be minimal if every proper subset of it misses a line. A blocking 
set containing a line is called trivial In a plane of order q every line meets 
a non-trivial blocking set S in at most IS [ -q  points. If there is a line L 
meeting S in exactly iS [ -q  points then the blocking set is of  Rddei type. 
If  S is a blocking set of R6dei type then S\L  = X is a set of q points. 
Moreover, the lines joining two points of X intersect L in a point of S n L. 
(For all these observations we refer to Bruen and Thas [3].)  
This procedure can be reversed. Given a subset X of a projective plane, 
we call a line exterior, tangent, or secant when it meets X in 0, 1, or more 
than one point, respectively. If D is an exterior line and D x is the set of 
points of D on a secant of X, then--assuming that JX[ = q, the order of the 
p lane- -B  := Xu  Dx is a minimal blocking set of R6dei type of the plane, 
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unless Dx= D. The theorem below gives bounds on the cardinality q + N 
of this blocking set. 
MA~N THEOREM. Let Xc  PG( 2, q) be a point set of size q =pn and D an 
exterior line of X. Let D x be the set of points on D that are on a secant of 
X and put N := [Dx[. Let e (with 0 <<. e <~ n) be the largest integer such that 
each line on a point of Dx meets X in a multiple of p e points. Then N-  1 
(rood pe), and we have one of the following: 
(i) e=0and(q+3) /2<<.N<<.q+l ,  
(ii) 1 ~< e < n/3, and (q - 1)/(pe + 1) + 2 <<. N <~ (q -- 1)/(pe __ 1), 
(iii) e = n/3 and N =pZe -b 1 or N =p2e +pe + 1. 
(iv) e=n/2 and N=pe+ l, 
(v) e=n and N= l. 
The previous conditions are not sufficient; e.g., we have (q, N)¢  (16, 7). 
Proof. We show the parts that are clear by elementary counting 
arguments; after reformulating the theorem the remaining parts will be 
shown using the theory of lacunary polynomials. 
If e > 0, then each secant on x e X contains at least pC-1  points of 
X\{x} ,  and there are N secants on x, so N(p e -  1)~<q-1,  proving the 
upper bound on N. 
Also, each secant on x s X contains a number of points of (Xw Dx) \{x} 
that is multiple ofp e, so that q + N-  1 - 0 (modpe). 
The remaining parts will be shown below using a particular epresenta- 
tion of blocking sets of R6dei type. 
From now on K will denote the field GF(q). If N¢  q + 1, so that some 
point of D does not lie on a secant of X, we can view D as the line at 
infinity of AG(2, q), this point of D as the vertical direction, and our set X 
as the graph of a function f :  K ~ K. 
For any function f :  K~ K, let 
D[:=~ f (x ) - - f (y )  x, ysK ,  x--/=y}, 
( x -y  
the set of directions determined by f .  Of course, the directions in Df 
correspond to the points of Dx. So the main content of our theorem above 
is equivalent to the following statement. 
THEOREM 1. Let f:  K ~ K be any function and let N:= ]D f[. Then either 
N=l ,  or N~(q+3) /2 ,  or 2+(q-1) / (pe+l )<~N<~(q-1) / (pe -1)  for 
some e, 1 <~ e <~ [n/2 ]. 
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Before proving this theorem, we first need some notation and a proposi- 
tion, essentially due to R6dei [5, pp. 189-193]. For fEK[x ] ,  f¢O,  
let fo  denote the degree o f f .  l f f  has leading coefficient c, and g(x) := 
f (x ) -  cxZ°~ O, let f ° °  := gO, the second degree of f .  
PROPOSITION 2. Let g~K[x] \K [xP] ,  where g°=q/pe>l  for some 
e >~ O. I f  g factorizes completely into linear factors in K[x],  then either (e = 0 
and) g(x) = x q - x, or g°° ~ (q/pe + 1 )~(pC + 1). 
Proof. Put r(x) := gcd(g(x), x q -  x). Since g factorizes completely into 
linear factors, we have 
g(x) Jr(x) 
gcd(g(x), g'(x)) 
(both sides are equal when no factor of g(x) has multiplicity divisible 
by p), so that g°<~r°+(g') °. We may assume that g is monic. Put 
h(x):=g(x)--xq/Pe; then g°°=h ° and h '=g '~O,  since gq~K[xP]. If 
g(x) ¢ x q - x, then 
0 ¢ h(x) pe + x - h(x) S + x q =g(xy  = 0 (rood r(x)) 
hence, r° <~pe. ho. It follows that q/pe = gO ~ r o + (g,)O << (pC q_ 1)  " h ° - 1. 
I 
If equality holds, then either e = 0 and q is odd, g°° = (q + 1)/2 (in which 
case R6dei completely determines all possible g), or e>0,  2e[n. An 
example of the latter case is g(x)=xg°°(xg°-g°°- l ) ,  with gO_gOO= 
(q - 1 )~(pC + 1 ). 
Proof of Theorem 1. We may assume that 1 < N < q. Let 
q 
n(x, y) := 1-I (x + yw - f (w) )  = y~ hi(y) x J, 
w~K j=0  
and for aeK,  let Ha(x) :=H(x,a) .  Then Ha(X)=Xq- -x  if and only if 
{f (w) -aw[weK} =K, that is, if and only if aCDy. Thus, if 1 <j<q,  
then hi(Y) vanishes for at least q-N values of y. But in hj no higher 
powers of y than yq- J  do occur, and yq-J has coefficient 
I-[ w=0 (for 1 < j<q) .  
S=K, IS[=q--j w~S 
Hence, hj has degree at most q- j - l ,  and if N<~j<q then hi=0.  Now 
choose a ~ Dj-. We have Ha(x) = ~j  hi(a) x j and (Ho) °° ~< N-  1. Choose 
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ea>~0 in such a way that Ha ~K[xPe~]\K[x pc°+1 ] (so that Ha(x)=g(x) pc° 
for some g ~ K[x] \K[x  p]), Let us remark that the definition of e, guaran- 
tees that the lines with direction a intersect he graph o f f  in a multiple of 
pea points, but not all in a multiple of pea+l; and so ea~>e, where e was 
defined in the Main Theorem. By the above proposition we find that 
N~> 1 + (H,)°° >~ 2 + (q -  1)~(pea+ 1). 
As e is just min{e, l a~Df}, this is the lower bound in (ii). The upper 
bound on N was already shown in the beginning of the proof of our Main 
Theorem. l 
R6dei found a slightly weaker result and conjectured that N= (q + 1)/2 
could not occur, which we now see to be true (cf. Problem 7 in [5, 
p. 252]). His proof, although it at first seem to take most of an entire book, 
is essentially identical to the above. 
The present heorem makes the exception q ¢ 27 superfluous in the result 
of Blokhuis and Brouwer [1]. Lov~tsz and Schrijver [4] gave a simple 
proof of the theorem in case q =p. In that case N= (p + 3)/2 if and only 
if f (x )= x (p÷l ) /2  (after a linear transformation). 
Examples with extremal N, due to L. Megeysi, are: 
1. Suppose that e>0,  e ln. Then the function f (x )=x  pe gives 
N=(q-1) / (pe -1) ,  showing that (for eln ) the upper bound is tight. 
The function f (x )= Tr(x), where Tr is the trace function from K to its 
subfield of order pC, gives N= 1 +q/pC. Examples with 1 +q/pe<N< 
(q -  1)/(p e -  1) were given in [2]. 
2. For odd q, the function f (x )=x (q+l)/2 gives N=(q+3)/2,  
showing that for e = 0 the lower bound is tight. For a subset S of K let Zs 
denote the characteristic function of S; that is, Xs(X) is 1 or 0, depending 
on wether x e S or not. If L is a multiplicative subgroup of K* and we put 
f(x) = xxL(x), then N = I + q - [L[. Similarly, if M is an additive subgroup 
of K and we put f(x)=x~t(x), then N=I+q- IM I .  (For p=2 and 
IM I > 1 this latter example has e = 1.) 
We conjecture that these are the right bounds, i.e., if e > 0, then e ln and 
N >~ 1 + q/pe. For e ~> n/3 the following can be shown. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let g~K[x]\K[xP] ,  where g°=q/pe>l  for some 
e>~ n/3. I f  g factorizes completely into linear factors in K[x], then either 
(e In and g°° = q/p2e) or gOO >~ q/pZe -b 1. 
Proof. Suppose that gO° <~q/pZe. By the above proposition we have 
gOO= q/p2e, since q >/p3e. Put r(x):=g(x)/gcd(g(x), g'(x)). We may assume 
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that g is monic, and write g(x) = x q/pe -{- ax  q/p2e -~- h (x ) ,  where h ° <~ q/p2e _ 1. 
Writing d := ape, we have 
0 - g(x) S -  @(x)  - x + h(x) pe - adx q/p2~ - dh(x) (rood r(x)). 
But if n > 2e, then r°>~ q /pe  q/p2e+ 2 and the right-hand side has degree 
at most pe(q /p2e  1) which is smaller, since q<~p3e. It follows that the 
right-hand side is the zero polynomial and, hence, that n = 3e. | 
Applying this improved proposition in the proof of the theorem, we find 
for e>~n/3 that either e ln, that is, e=n/3  or e=n/2 ,  or the second 
possibility of Proposition 3 occurs. In the case of e In we get (iv) or the first 
value for N in (iii), while in the second case, l+pe(q/p2e+l)<~N<~ 
(q -1 ) / (pe -  1) implies that e=n/3  and N=p2e+pe+ 1, i.e., the second 
value for N in (iii). 
This proves all of our main theorem, except for the remark that 
(q, N) ¢ (16, 7). So, let us finally consider the case (q, N, e) = (16, 7, 1). We 
have equality in the lower bound, so all the estimates in the (first) proposi- 
tion hold with equality. Now g(x) has degree 8 and second degree 3; it has 
six distinct roots and no root has even multiplicity, so the multiplicities 
must be 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3. For our blocking set this means that each point of 
Df is on four secants, meeting B in 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 7 points, respectively. Thus, 
we have eight 7-lines pairwise meeting in a single point and, hence, at least 
28 points, a contradiction. This proves that (q, N) ~ (16, 7). | 
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